
Unit Language focus Vocabulary Real life (functions) Pronunciation Listening Reading Critical thinking Speaking Writing

7
Stories from 
history
pages 9–20

linking words
subordinate clauses

wordbuilding: noun 
formation

stories from history
idioms: luck
word focus: bear

asking for confirmation 
and clarification

speaking skill: prefacing 
a question and 
seeking clarification

intonation in 
subordinate 
clauses

intonation in 
questions

an extract from a radio 
programme about how 
history views Genghis 
Khan

a radio interview about an 
archaeological find

an article about 
Herodotus and the 
story of the Persian 
invasion of Greece

a story about hidden 
treasure 

fact or conjecture stories from history
social history
historical irony

describing a past 
event

writing skill: 
sequencing events

VIDEO: Collecting the past page 18  REVIEW page 20

8
Digital media
pages 21–32

passive reporting verbs
expressions with no

idioms: business buzz 
words

wordbuilding: compound 
nouns

word focus: break

making a podcast
speaking skill: hedging 

language

word stress a talk by a journalist about 
digital technology

an interview about social 
media marketing

a photographer’s blog 
about sinkholes

an article about a 
day at a hacker’s 
conference

identifying personal 
opinions

blogging
using social media
IT security

an online news 
report

writing skill: cautious 
language

VIDEO: Talking dictionaries page 30  REVIEW page 32

9
The music in 
us
pages 33–44

the adverb just
expressing purpose

themes of songs
wordbuilding: negative 

prefixes
idioms: music
word focus: hit

your favourite music
speaking skill: 

responding to difficult 
questions

word stress: just
intonation 

to express 
uncertainty

an interview with a busker
a talk by a neuroscientist 

about music therapy

an interview with 
a musician about 
music and culture

a review of a 
documentary about 
Bob Marley

identifying text types themes of songs
mood music
a charity concert

a description
writing skill: parallel 

structures

VIDEO: A biopic page 42  REVIEW page 44

10
Social living
pages 45–56

tag questions
adverbs

wordbuilding: compound 
adjectives

idioms: animal verbs
word focus: free

making conversation
speaking skill: showing 

interest

tag questions
intonation and 

elision

an extract from a radio 
programme about ethnic 
communities

an interview with a 
sociologist about 
citizenship education

an article about ant 
society

an article about the 
Hadza of Tanzania

reading between the 
lines

civic duties
social animals
a conservation 

project

a discursive essay
writing skill: critical 

thinking in writing

VIDEO: Initiation with ants page 54  REVIEW page 56

11
Reason and 
emotion
pages 57–68

unreal past
inversion in conditionals

idioms: feelings
wordbuilding: heteronyms
word focus: move

recognising feelings
speaking skill: 

recognising others’ 
feelings

word stress: wishes
heteronyms
adjectives ending 

in -ed

a short talk by a 
photographer about 
photographing people

an interview with a 
psychologist about 
understanding emotions

an article about 
irrational thinking

an article about the 
new generation of 
robots

understanding style modern life
mind games
technology ethics

an email message
writing skill: 

avoiding 
misunderstandings

VIDEO: Self-teaching robots page 66  REVIEW page 68

12
Landscapes
pages 69–80

approximation
qualifiers

idioms: adjective 
collocations

wordbuilding: suffix -ity
word focus: space and 

room

a debate
speaking skill: 

interrupting

quite, fairly and 
pretty

intonation in 
interruptions

three people describe 
landscapes they like

an extract from a radio 
programme about the 
Japanese poet Basho

an article about 
William Allard’s 
American West

an article about a 
camera obscura

identifying aims special places
events in nature
explaining a 

technique

a speculative letter
writing skill: 

persuasive 
language

VIDEO: Canada oil sands page 78  REVIEW page 80
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